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Abstract: Nanostructuring hard optical crystals has so far been exclusively feasible at their 
surface, as stress induced crack formation and propagation has rendered high precision volume 
processes ineffective. We show that the inner chemical etching reactivity of a crystal can be 15 
enhanced at the nanoscale by more than five orders of magnitude by means of direct laser writing. 
The process allows to produce cm-scale arbitrary three-dimensional nanostructures with 100 nm 
feature sizes inside large crystals in absence of brittle fracture. To showcase the unique potential 
of the technique, we fabricate photonic structures such as sub-wavelength diffraction gratings and 
nanostructured optical waveguides capable of sustaining sub-wavelength propagating modes 20 
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inside yttrium aluminum garnet crystals. This technique could enable the transfer of concepts from 
nanophotonics to the fields of solid state lasers and crystal optics. 
Main Text: The optical properties of a material are known to depend not only on its chemistry but 
also on its sub-wavelength structure. With the inception of the photonic crystal (1, 2) and 
metamaterial (3, 4) concepts this idea proved to be key to access a new level of light manipulation 5 
beyond what is allowed by the natural optical properties of materials. However, for over three 
decades of research no technique has been able to reliably nanostructure optical crystals beyond 
their surface. 
Laser lithography as developed by the semiconductor industry is an intrinsic surface processing 
technique where a photoresist is two-dimensionally (2D) nanostructured with UV light, and, 10 
followed by various subtractive and additive processes, enables the mass production of high-
quality nanophotonic planar devices (5, 6). Its extension from 2D to 3D was demonstrated two 
decades ago by means of infrared femtosecond laser pulses to introduce multiphoton absorption at 
the resist photo-polymerization step (7). This approach prompted seminal demonstrations of 
lithographically produced 3D photonic crystals for the optical range, first made of pure 15 
polymerized material (8-10), and later transferred to silicon and other optical materials by means 
of further processing steps (11, 12). The technological exploitation of photo-polymerized 
structures has however proven to be impractical since they cannot be efficiently interfaced with 
other photonic elements. A remarkable example of the potential of 3D nanostructuring of 
macroscopic optical materials comes from the field of optical fibers: photonic crystal fibers have 20 
delivered functionalities that go far beyond what is feasible with ordinary unstructured glass (13, 
14) and have revolutionized the areas of nonlinear optics and optical communications (15-17). Yet, 
their manufacturing in crystalline media has remained elusive due to the difficulty of applying 
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stack and drawing techniques with crystals. The prospects of directly machining 3D nanostructures 
by laser-induced dielectric breakdown also led to reports that amorphous and void sub-micron 
structures can be induced in crystals, although at the cost of imparting high pressure waves which 
entail extended lattice damage and crack propagation (18, 19). Despite efforts, no method has been 
reported for the large scale 3D volume nanostructuring of a crystal. 5 
Departing from prevailing approaches, we propose that the inner chemical reactivity of a crystal, 
given by its wet etch rate, can be locally modified at the nanometer scale by means of multiphoton 
3D laser writing (3DLW) in absence of amorphization and crack formation. We show that cm-
long empty pore lattices with arbitrary feature sizes at the 100-nm level can be created inside some 
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of the most used crystals in the laser industry (yttrium aluminum garnet and sapphire), in absence 
of brittle fracture. An etching selectivity larger than 105, never observed before in a photo-
irradiated material, is achieved between the modified and pristine crystalline states. This allows 
the design and fabrication of nanophotonic elements inside a crystal that provide optical responses 
determined by their sub-wavelength structure. 5 
To achieve volume nanostructuring of crystals at large scale it is necessary to arrange nanopores 
in arbitrary close-packed structures for macroscopic lengths (mm to cm scale) without causing 
brittle fracture of the crystal due to excessive stress accumulation. In addition, pores have to be 
written in arbitrary directions, their size must be controlled with at least ~10 nm reproducibility to 
achieve functional nanophotonic devices, and the pore cross-sectional shape must be tailorable. 10 
We show that all these features (pore direction, size, shape, filling fraction, and length) can be 
controlled by combining 3DLW and wet etching of YAG crystal. Figure 1 summarizes the 
controlled creation of nanopore lattices in YAG crystals. No dependence on the crystalline axis 
was found for the pore size and wet etching rate within our experimental resolution (20), so an 
arbitrary reference frame is set where x and y axes define the pore’s cross sectional plane, and z is 15 
defined along the pore length axis. Figure 1a shows a 1 mm long lattice of nanopores arranged in 
centered orthogonal symmetry with 1 µm in-plane spacing. The lattice was etched for 120 h (20), 
and the average pore size was of 257 ±7 nm and 454 ±13 nm in x and y directions, respectively. 
Control over the pore shape and size can be performed by tailoring the laser power and polarization 
(see Fig. S1), but to achieve bespoke pore shapes for constant laser power the overlapping of pores 20 
was also tested. Figure 1b shows an array of parallel pores which were vertically stacked so as to 
achieve arbitrarily elongated cross-sections. Pores in this experiment were etched for 2h and had 
an average size of 131 ±5 nm and 1300 ±35 nm along the x and y axes, respectively. The etching 
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of crossing pores along different directions was also studied to prove the 3D nature of the 
lithographic process. Figure S2 shows pores that crisscross at 90º angles and at different relative 
depths within the crystal. 
The creation of air pores photonic lattices makes it possible to achieve nanophotonic structures 
inside the crystal with a spatial resolution equivalent to state-of-the-art multiphoton polymerization 5 
lithography (21). However, the use of nanophotonic devices in practical scenarios requires robust 
and efficient optical interconnections and capability for the design of large complex circuits. To 
achieve this, it is essential to keep the spatial resolution and lattice fidelity across large areas on 
the mm2 scale or beyond. The critical parameter that limits such control over the pores lengths is 
the differential etching rate between the photo-modified written volumes and the surrounding 10 
pristine crystal. Figure 1c shows a top view optical microscope image of an array of 200 nm 
nanopores etched for 1h. The large refractive index contrast between air and crystal allow to 
determine a pore length of ~129 µm and thus an averaged nanopore etch rate of 129 ±6.8 µm/h for 
the first hour of etching. The slow etching rate of un-modified YAG was determined to be <1 nm/h 
(0.36 ±0.23 nm/h) from the average of all performed experiments in our wet etching conditions 15 
(20). The 1h average etching selectivity of 3DLW YAG nanopores is thus determined to be greater 
than 105, the highest value ever observed for any lithographic process so far, and approximately 
two orders of magnitude higher than that of alumina over silicon (22). Due to this high selectivity, 
nanopores with cross-sections of 368 x 726 nm2 and lengths of 3.1 mm were achieved by etching 
for 170h from both end sides of the pores (see Fig. S3), showing that nanopores with mm-scale 20 
lengths are feasible in one single etching step. A similar ultrahigh selectivity and mm-scale 
nanopore length was also found for sapphire (20). Furthermore, to homogeneously etch longer 
nanostructures on the cm scale (or potentially beyond), as well as to keep the etching times as short 
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as a few hours, a scheme of vertical access etching pores was implemented, thus allowing the 
achievement of structures with arbitrary length across the whole sample (see Fig. S4). 
 
As shown in Figure 1, the pores cross-sectional aspect ratio can be engineered by means of laser 
control and pore overlapping, however both these processes inevitably lead to larger pore cross-5 
sections, and for some applications such as the fabrication of photonic crystals and metamaterials 
in the visible and IR ranges, symmetric pores at the 100 nm level are required. A route to 
minimizing both the pore size and cross-sectional aspect ratio (i.e. pore height along y-axis divided 
by width along x-axis) is by performing 3DLW at powers close to the threshold for laser photo-
modification. Under our 3DLW experimental conditions (20) ~110 nm nanopores were obtained 10 
with almost circular shapes for circularly polarized laser irradiation (see Fig. S1).  Figure 2a shows 
a lattice of 1 mm long nanopores fabricated with decreasing powers towards deeper layers. The 
obtained lattice has a slowly varying pore cross-section with widths ranging from ~139 nm to ~109 
nm, heights from ~204 nm down to ~132 nm, and aspect ratios ranging from ~1.45 to ~1.20 at 
different depths. To test the feasibility of fabricating high filling fraction nanopore lattices without 15 
fracturing the crystal, hexagonal lattices with lattice spacing down to 250 nm were fabricated. 
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Figure 2b shows a close up of such lattice after etching for 15h, with an air filling fraction of 18%, 
average pore diameter of ~117 nm, aspect ratio of ~1.15, and a dielectric wall thickness of ~133 
nm between pores. This control over the lattice spacing down to 250 nm could prove useful for 
designing 3D photonic band-gap lattices with stopbands ranging from the visible to the mid-IR 
range (23) inside solid state laser crystals such as rare earth ion doped YAG, one of the most used 5 
laser materials. 
A different route to achieve larger air filling fractions is by etching larger pores. Large air filling 
fraction structures are also essential for tailoring the properties of microstructured optical 
waveguides (MOWs) such as the dispersion, mode size and nonlinear coefficient (13-17). 
Reaching a high air filling fraction inside a crystal requires the fabrication of extended thin 10 
crystalline nanolayers without crystal fracture. The creation of such lattices was validated by 
fabricating a centered orthogonal lattice with in-plane pore spacing of 700 nm and pore cross-
sections of 276x972 nm2 (see Fig. 2c), having a 44% air pore filling fraction and ~150 nm dielectric 
walls in absence of crack formation even at the surface after mechanical polishing. 
Having established the etching rates and achievable features sizes of the crystalline nanostructures 15 
inside YAG, we sought to determine whether: (1) the crystal nanopores are indeed void millimeters 
away from the entrant wet etching surface, and (2) functional sub-wavelength nanophotonics 
elements on the large scale can indeed be successfully realized. To test the first question, a 
nanograting with sub-wavelength pitch (700 nm) was fabricated to be tested at 1070 nm 
wavelength (see Fig. 3a). The sub-wavelength grating was designed to have only one -1st 20 
diffraction order (see inset in Fig. 3b), it was fabricated with 10 different laser powers, so as to 
control the pores cross-sectional shape, and tested in Littrow configuration for the highest 
diffraction efficiency (24). The highest total efficiency of 86% was obtained for the -1st order of 
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the grating that had the larger cross-section of the pores, 165 nm width and 1520 nm height. 
Calculations (20) assuming air filled pores are shown in Fig. 3b, agreeing well with the measured 
values and therefore demonstrating the void nature of the long etched nanopores. 
 
To further evaluate the quality and potential of the crystal 3D nanolithography technique, the 5 
fabrication of MOWs with different lattice spacings and cavity sizes was studied (see Fig. S5). 
Figure 3c shows a nanostructured waveguide with core size of 1.1 x 1.3 µm2, a triangular symmetry 
cladding with in-plane spacing of 500 nm, an average pore size of 166 x 386 nm2, and a length of 
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4 mm. Figure 3d shows the theoretical mode at 1550 nm wavelength for vertically polarized 
electric field, as calculated by means of finite element method (FEM). The mode is effectively 
sub-wavelength having a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ~900 nm (~0.6λ). Figure 3e 
shows the measured diffraction-limited (20) image of the waveguide output mode for vertical 
polarization at 1550 nm. From the FEM computations the MOW is expected to have a modified 5 
dispersion function with two theoretical zero dispersion wavelengths (ZDW) at 0.93 µm and 1.51 
µm wavelength (see Fig. S6), well below the natural ZDW of YAG at 1.6 µm, which could allow 
for ultrafast nonlinear supercontinuum generation with standard commercial Nd3+ and Yb3+ short 
pulse lasers (15).  
Besides the novel applications on crystalline 3D nanophotonics and nonlinear optics, to which this 10 
technique gives a large impetus, the 3D structuring of YAG laser crystals also opens up new ways 
to overcome current limitations in the design of compact solid-state rare-earth-doped lasers, such 
as for the integration of traditional cavity elements (e.g. mirrors, dispersion control elements, 
microfluidic cooling channels) directly in the gain media itself with expected improvements in 
compactness, robustness and performance of the devices. The possibility of fabricating large 15 
nanostructured YAG laser crystals with reduced surface defects due to the wet etching process 
also opens up potential for new applications in ultra-strong deformable laser nanofibers (25-27). 
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